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Sentry Alternative Asset Income Fund
While the first half of 2018 was volatile, summer found a bid for risk assets. However, the onward
march of U.S. interest rates and growing U.S.-China trade and political tensions triggered another
bout of volatility late in the third quarter. Economic strength in the U.S. has been the dominant
driver of financial markets this year and dollar strength is starting to impair the credit quality of
emerging market sovereign and corporate bonds. Developed market corporate bond issuers are
less affected and still seen as beneficiaries of U.S. tax cuts. Corporate bond spreads were largely
rangebound over the period. More interesting moves were witnessed in Italy as sovereign yields
widened on the new populist government’s announcement of a 2.4% budget deficit, incongruent
with earlier pledges.
Real estate performance in the fund during the quarter was relatively flat. Early gains in the quarter
were pared back as global interest rates spiked. This macro event caused weakness in global real
estate securities. Much like in the first quarter of this year, we believe this rate-induced selloff will
open up opportunities in well-capitalized companies that are reinvesting in their moats.
Contributors for the quarter were Brookfield Asset Management, Brookfield Property Partners and
Dexus, while detractors were Hudson’s Bay Company and Hudson Pacific Properties.

The yield difference between the U.S. 10-year Treasury bond and the 10-year German bond sat at a
record 2.6% at the end of the third quarter. Should the European Central Bank begin hiking interest
rates this time next year and the Bank of Japan raise rates to zero under the auspices of a new, more
hawkish Governor next year, there is a risk that U.S. bond yields will become unanchored and break
out of their current channel. In this case, higher yields, with the impact of tariffs, will begin to bite
the consumer and corporations and bring the current prolonged economic expansion to an end
(although that is not our base case). Our base case assumes U.S.-centric growth persists and
earnings growth moderates but stays positive.
The October spike in U.S. government bond yields when the U.S. 10-year broached 3.2% and the
S&P 500 Index subsequently sold off 6% was a clear signal that equity investors deem these
borrowing costs as a brake on growth. More importantly, we witnessed a sector rotation during this
period of volatility with technology especially vulnerable to outflows while the defensive sectors
held up relatively well. We believe this is positive for investor sentiment in our target asset classes
after two years of the broad market chasing growth. We think equities should outperform fixed
income, and credit should outperform duration.
A bout of volatility, or policy uncertainty, could be healthy if it tames the animal spirits in the
markets. Until then, many markets, including our target asset classes, lack identifiable positive or
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negative catalysts, reliant on individual initiatives to drive value creation or otherwise subject to
broader risk sentiment. Investors looking for a market turn signal from the high-yield bond market,
traditionally reliable as the “canary in the coal mine” may be disappointed. Credit quality is
relatively high, issuance is low, and outflows are ongoing, in stark contrast to the emerging market
bond, investment-grade bond, and leverage loan markets. Cognizant that deterioration in those
markets will pressure our core markets, we are gradually de-risking the fund.
We believe the investment environment continues to be favourable for option strategies going into
the U.S. mid-term elections. We do not expect monumental policy shifts, but rather range-bound
equity returns punctuated by occasional mini-crises that maintain equity volatility at healthy, but
not chaotic levels. This strategy continues to be a good way to maintain defensive, equity-like
exposure in the late-cycle while having three prongs of protection: margin of safety on the options
we write, reinsurance from our portfolio hedges, and deep liquidity. In addition, our strategy
generates attractive yield, provides diversification, lower volatility, lower drawdowns, and low rate
sensitivity.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments.
Please read the prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total
returns including changes in security value and reinvestment of all dividends or distributions and do not take into account
sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced
returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
The statements contained herein are based on material believed to be reliable. Where such statements are based in whole
or in part on information provided by third parties, they are not guaranteed to be accurate or complete. CI Investments Inc.
and its affiliates and related entities are not liable for any errors or omissions in the information or for any loss or damage
suffered.

The contents of this piece are not to be used or construed as investment advice or as an endorsement or recommendation of
any entity or security discussed.
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are
predictive in nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,” “will,”
“should,” “could,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” or “estimate,” or other similar expressions. Statements
that look forward in time or include anything other than historical information are subject to risks and uncertainties, and
actual results, actions or events could differ materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future
performance and are by their nature based on numerous assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are based upon
what CI Investments Inc. and the portfolio manager believe to be reasonable assumptions, neither CI Investments Inc. nor
the portfolio manager can assure that actual results will be consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider
the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on FLS. Unless required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and
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specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update or revise FLS, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.
CI Investments® and the CI Investments design and logo are registered trademarks of CI Investments Inc. Signature Global
Asset Management™ and Signature Funds™ are trademarks of CI Investments Inc.
CI Investments Inc. is a sub-advisor for certain Sentry Funds. Signature Global Asset Management and Sentry Investment
Management are divisions of CI Investments.
Published October 2018.

